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1. Supersonic Intro
1.1 Supersonic Finance
Supersonic Finance is an early stage DeFi Tech Startup building an ecosystem of cross-chain
solutions offering safe, secure and easy to use products for Token Creation, Staking, DeX
listing, NFT platforms aimed at meeting the needs of a rapidly growing interest in the DeFi
market.
We are developing a sustainable product ecosystem that:
Eases B2C cross-chain transactions, catering to nascent and long term DeFi enthusiasts, professionals and developers.
Streamlines entry into the Blockchain industry through ease of use focused applications.
Prioritizes user privacy and anonymity on the blockchain.

1.2 Mission & Vision
Our mission is to create an all in one ecosystem of highly integrated products which functions to promote, and facilitate the mass adoption of DeFi technology on multi-chain by
nascent crypto enthusiasts, developers, and companies through a very simple, easy to use
interface.
Our Vision is to become the go-to ecosystem for DeFi enthusiasts and developers for converting crypto assets on-chain, whilst building utility for our native SSN token for it to
become a leading standard for multi-chain tokens.

1.2 Supersonic Projects
SaleX https://salex.app/
SaleX is a decentralised multi-chain sales platform that will serve as a Launchpad to offer
new projects and crypto enthusiasts an avenue to circumvent hassles involved with raising
and distributing liquidity through ICOs.

SwapX https://swapx.app/
SwapX is a multi-chain decentralized exchange, which services the conversion of crypto
assets on-chain. It supports Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum, Polkadot, etc, via the same
interface. Anyone, from any country, can use SwapX as it does not involve any KYC process;
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anyone can list any crypto asset (native to a supported blockchain), without any form of
vetting process.

NFTx
NFTx is a decentralized marketplace built on the blockchain for the sales of digital collectibles. NFTx will add value to the SSN token as it will be used for transactions on the marketplace. Users will be able to buy and sell NFTs ranging from arts, music, to any other item that
can be digitized and acceptable on the platform.

xCHART
xCHART is a multi-chain platform which will be used to monitor charts and transaction
history across board allowing users to access token history and manage their portfolios.
Users can do fundamentals before trading with any coin on SwapX by making use of xChart
as all coins listed on the Supersonic Finance decentralized exchange will have available
information on the xChart platform.

xBET
xBET is a DeFi sports betting platform accessible to everyone around the world built on the
blockchain. Payments will be made using multiple acceptable tokens on the xBET platform
and not constrained to one currency like non-blockchain betting platforms. The xBET will
offer odds using a smart contract process which will accurately place and update odds
offered on the platform.

xLOTTO
xLOTTO is a decentralized lottery platform built on the blockchain which will offer unique
rewards for drawn up numbers and figures. The idea is to build a formida- ble entertainment
platform for off-chain blockchain lovers to enjoy a smarter and uncompromising platform
integrated with the key features on the blockchain and executed using smart contracts.
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2. SSN Token
2.1 SSN Token Analytics
Total Supply and Distribution Analysis as of 26/10/2
Distribution

%

SSN

Circulation Supply

Locked

Public Issuance

85.5

855,000,000,000,000

855,000,000,000,000

Burned

8.5

85,000,000,000,000

n/a

85,000,000,000,000

Technical & Marketing

5

50,000,000,000

n/a

50,000,000,000

Team

1

10,000,000,000

n/a

10,000,000,000

Total

100

940,060,000,000,000

855,000,000,000,000

n/a

85,060,000,000,000

2.2 SSN Utility
Supersonic believes that the value of a token is dependent on how many real word use and
purchasing power it has.
With our SSN Token, the goal from inception has always remained about building an ecosystem for mass adoption that would be self-sufficient and rely solely on SSN as a legal tender
to write off all debt.
We hold our community responsible for the sustained growth of SSN and trusting us with
their investments. We know too well that a token without strategic long term plan, utility
and revenue generating back-up plans is bound to fail eventually.
Here’s how we intend to avoid that, SSN Utility is created through these key strategies:
SSN B2C Products Utility
As of Q2 2021, the adoption rate of DeFi has gone up 2300% from 889% in Q4 2019, however with these numbers there remain challenges faced with setting up, minting,
listing and launching a token have presented an array of problems to the DeFi industry
threatening to hinder the growing adoption rate. With our SaleX Launchpad this is very
easily resolved
• Up to 99% of transactions on SaleX will be paid for in SSN
• For every user milestone 1% of SSN is burned
SSN B2B Products Utility
With the completion of the SwapX, we will be providing decentralised exchange
service to other DeFi tokens, the accepted means of payment is SSN
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All products within the ecosystem serve a B2B and B2C use case, albeit some leaning
towards one of both target audiences.

2.3 SSN Burn
SSN is the key asset in ensuring the growth of the Supersonic Ecosystem. Comparatively
with regular startups focusing on the growth of their equity capital, for us and most DeFi
projects, growing the value of our native token in market cap is a point of focus.
The quantity of token in maximum supply and its reduction through burning has a direct
impact in the rise in market cap of any given token. We have set a 9.8 Trillion SSN Max Supply.
One may confuse circulating supply with max supply. The primary difference between the
max supply and the circulating supply is the max SSN budget that can be used for our ecosystem development. The allocation and usage of these max budget funds is regulated by
our core team and Supersonic Auditing Partners annually.
These events have been created to ensure continuous burning of the SSN Max Supply:
• 25% of all Supersonic service revenue from blockchain clients is automatically
burned.
• SSN Tokens are burnt for every ecosystem active user milestone.

SSN Burn Address is https://bscscan.com/token/0x89d453108bd94b497bbb4496729cd26f92aba533?a=0x000
000000000000000000000000000000000dead

We are always working to create new sustainable burn events to boost SSN scarcity and
balance out oversupply.

2.4 Features & Key Info
• Payment - Because the goal of Supersonic Finance is to create a massive and
self-sustaining ecosystem, liquidity will be copious, facilitating payment and conversion activities centered on SSN.
• Governance - SSN is the tool that allows the community to have a say in how the
protocol evolves. Several proposals will be submitted to modify the protocol, and
because the ecosystem is decentralized and community-driven, any SSN holder will
be able to vote on the proposed path.
• Holders’ Reward - You earn more SSN tokens directly to your wallet as long as you
hold an amount of SSN tokens. The tokens you earn are influenced by the percentage of total SSN tokens being held which can be tracked here.
• Smart Contract Address https://bscscan.com/token/0x89d453108bd94b497bbb4496729cd26f92aba533
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3. HyperSonic Token
3.1 HyperSonic Token Analytics
Total Supply and Distribution Analysis as of 27/10/21
Distribution

%

Public Issuance

45

450,000

450,000

Private Sale

5

50,000

50,000

Marketing

10

100,000

100,000

Partners & Advisors

5

50,000

50,000

Equity Investors

10

100,000

100,000

Team

10

100,000

100,000

Initial ERC-20 Tokens

5

50,000

Staking Pool

10

100,000

Total

100

1,000,000

Hypersonic

Circulation Supply

Locked

50,000
100,000
550,000

450,000

3.2 HyperSonic Utility
Here’s how we intend to create utility for HyperSonic through these key strategies:
HyperSonic B2C Products Utility
HyperSonic is part of the Supersonic Ecosystem core products. As our secondary token,
HyperSonic serves the purpose of funneling investors into Supersonic through its low
supply quantity, auto replenishing liquidity pool and hyper marketing campaigns.
Up to 3% of HyperSonic is set aside for SSN rewards to HyperSonic Holders
Users can transact in HyperSonic across the BSC and Ethereum Network
All products within the ecosystem serve a B2B and B2C use case, however some lean
towards one of both target audiences, such as HyperSonic.

3.3 HyperSonic Burn
SSN is the key asset in ensuring the growth of the Supersonic Ecosystem and HyperSonic
plays a major role in meeting our growth targets. Just as regular startups focus on the
growth of their equity capital, for us and most DeFi projects, growing the value of our HyperSonic token in market cap is paramount.
We are always working to create new sustainable burn events to boost HyperSonic scarcity
and balance out oversupply.
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4. Supersonic Future
4.1 Products Roadmap
Our focus for Q4 ‘21 - Q2 ‘22 are:
Launching and scaling SaleX
Launching our Secondary Token HyperSonic
Securing Venture Capital Funding for 2022 Product Development

Supersonic Product/Service

Details

Timeframe

SaleX

Frontend Design and Development

Q4 2021

SaleX

Backend Develop Begins

Q4 2021

Hypersonic

Ethereum Bridge Completion

Q4 2021

Hypersonic

Token Launch

Q4 2021

SaleX

Beta Launch

Q4 2021

SaleX

Launchpad Public Release

Q4 2021

SaleX

Educational Videos

Q4 2021

SwapX

Frontend Design & Development

Q1 2022

4.2 Budget
Q4 2021 Supersonic Ecosystem Development and Marketing needs:
Budget for Q4 ‘21 - Q1 ‘22

Type

USD

SaleX Development

Technical

80,000

SaleX User Acquisition

Marketing

50,000

Hypersonic Auditing

Technical

20,000

Hypersonic Listing

Technical

200,000

Market Making

Technical

30,000

Ecosystem Development

Marketing

50,000

SwapX Development

Technical

100,000

Total

530,000
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HyperSonic Token Lock-up Schedule
Allocation

Q4 ‘21
Budget

Hypersonic
wallet

6 Months Locked 1 Year Locked

2 Year Locked

3 Year Locked

Marketing

100,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

12,500

12,500

Team

100,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

12,500

Equity Investors

100,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

12,500

Partners & Advisors

50,000

12,500

12,500

12,500

12,500

6,250

Staking Pool

100,000

100,000

100,000

-

450,000

187,500

187,500

87,500

87,500

43,750

Conclusion
Supernomics is a fundamental document that serves the purpose of a traditional whitepaper and a publicly available audit of our financials, it describes our growth roadmap and sets
rules for how SSN is circulated.
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